


Julian Glass is a pioneering U.S. manufacturer of glass surfaces, tile, lighting and sculpture. Years of bot-
tom-up research have enabled distinctive advancements in the art, specializing in facsimile semiprecious stone 
and mineral surfaces more  luminous that the real thing.  Slabs up to 10’ by 5’ fused with custom adjustable col-
ors and whole, natural patterns like you’d see in a natural history museum and no where else. Because we make 
to size, you can save big vs the whole slab prices on specialty stone.  We draw inspiration from the profound 
grace of the natural world to create works of sublime and lasting beauty. For more information, please don’t 
hesitate to contact us.  Custom orders are welcome, we love a challenge, samples can be mailed Fedex.  

To capture the beauty of nature, we engineer the 
glass to create stonelike veins running through a sea of 
translucent color. Mixing silica with sodium, calcium, 
fluorspar, and many other minerals, then multiple fus-
ings up to 2300 F.  Colors are often made from scratch, 
customized to evoke the luminous complexity of 
precious minerals.  Cobalt’s iconic deep blue,  Sulphur 
amber, even Gold chloride for the deepest amethyst 
purples.  Plus a dash of dichroic, Lanthanides, mica, 
and every tool available to create these stunning beau-
ties for your home.

Glass acquires strength in thickness.  (That’s why 
basement security windows are made of glass block).  

In hardness and scratch resistance, it is midway between granite and marble.  In heat durability, much the same 
as bonded quartz.  In stain resistance, superior to all. We clear laminate sheet glass over the textured glass, for a 
mirror smooth, hard and sterile surface.  And of course in beauty, matchless and timeless, like those rare samples 
of pure Lapis Lazuli or real rose quartz tables you’d see in a museum.  No sealant necessary, just Windex.
The relative cost of our glass is about twice the nicer granites, and half that of real mineral slab.  No full slab 
purchases required, a big potential savings.  It is cut and polished much like granite, so we can easily work with 
your local contractor.  
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Grey Crystal (left) 

White Crystal (below)

Rose Quartz (left) 

Fire Opal (below)
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Obsidian (left) 

Malachite (below)

Amethyst (left) 

Lapis (below)
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Lagoon (left) 

Tourmaline (below)

Ocean Coral Blue (left) 

Black Opal (below)
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Gold Fleck (above)
Mineral Ore (left)

Agate (below)

White and Gold (below)



Julian glass tiles are handmade 
with a different process than the 
counters, average thickness 5/16”. 
Brilliant swirling colors, when 
ordering choose warm colors, cool 
colors, or rainbow of all.  Standard 
sizes 4” and 6” squares, undersized 
for grout.  Custom sizes available
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Julian Glass creates some 
of the most distinctive 
and iconic lighting in the 
world.  Closely inspired by 
natural crystal formations, 
but using glass to allow 
space for internal LEDs, 
and reduce weight for 
hanging forms compared to 
whole natural rock.
Specially designed LED 
modules synchronize the 
light to the glass, for har-
monious luminescence that 
complements the dynamic 
forms.
AC/DC drivers includ-
ed for wiring to standard 
ac110 power in your home 
or business.

Narrow Crystal Wall Sconce 
30”x7”

Helix of Spire Pendants 46”x19” (above)
Extra Long Spire Pendant 29”x7” (below)

Three Star Chandelier 40”x18”

Crystal Dish17”x17”
Twin Crystal Sconce 

19”x8”
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Supernoava Chandelier 32”x28”

Halftone Crystal  Lotus 30”x26” (above)
Half Lotus Wall Sconce 23”x17” (below)

Purple druzy Fossil Rock 16”x7” (eft)
Halftone Crystal Hedron 39”x13” (right)

Crystal Stalactite Countertop

Emerald Geode 11”x7” Halftone Crystal  Lotus 
30”x26”




